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 She left behind a legacy of passion for her work and an image of serenity, which inspires her many fans. With support from
tens of thousands of industry professionals and many academics, Rita devoted her life to making the PMP exam her profession
and guiding countless thousands of people through the PMBOK’s four-stage process. Rita was a dynamic businesswoman and
humanist who dedicated her life to helping people excel in the profession of project management. She started her career as a

stage performer, working with the circus. When the circus moved to Florida, Rita followed and eventually became a headlining
performer with the circus. Rita worked for the circus for many years, but eventually decided to pursue her true passion: the

performing arts. When Rita’s son asked her what she was going to do after she retired from the circus, she responded that she
wanted to become a teacher. After teaching drama and performing, Rita decided to learn project management. She credits a
project manager at her daughter’s school with turning her attention to the PMBOK book. When she realized that a project
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management professional needed much more than a project management certificate to succeed in the industry, Rita became
determined to earn a PMP credential. As a natural risk-taker, Rita often worked on projects outside her comfort zone, trying

new things and enjoying herself along the way. Rita often used humor to break the ice and build rapport with the audiences she
performed for, but she was serious about her work. She often would joke about some aspect of a presentation she was preparing
for, but she would deliver a remarkable performance that would capture her audiences. It is difficult to imagine a professional

performer with Rita’s experience, industry and enthusiasm in less than two years. Her energy and fun-loving attitude inspired the
PMBOK® community to create the book. Rita made significant contributions to the PMBOK® Guide before her untimely

death, including a significant portion of the content in chapter 9. She wrote several chapters and the entire chapter 9, as well as
the entire chapter 7. She also wrote or co-wrote several chapters in the PMP Exam Prep Book including: —Chapter

4—Planning: Project Scope, Roles, Responsibilities, and Delivery —Chapter 5—Planning: Organizing Work —Chapter
7—Management of Work Breakdown Structures —Chapter 9—Quality and Risk Management 82157476af
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